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To step inside the Grand Hotel Zermatterhof is to be 

transported to a world where time takes on a whole 

new meaning. Here, we believe that time is the last 

true luxury. While our guests are with us, they have 

all the time in the world. Time to do nothing at all; 

time to let time slip away. An experience like this is 

only possible in a true grand hotel. A hotel designed 

for spending time in. A hotel where time means 

something different from what it means in the city.

The history of the Grand Hotel is a special one. Be-

tween 1876 and 1879, the old families of Zermatt, 

the burghers, constructed the Grand Hotel them-

selves and without payment. The rooms and suites 

at the Grand Hotel Zermatterhof offer all the con-

veniences that you would expect in a hotel of the 

highest  calibre. They are rooms designed to be lived 

in; rooms that imbue a profound sense of  well-being. 

This is a hotel where life is for living.

Since 1879, the Grand Hotel Zermatterhof has been welcoming illustrious guests 
to the luxurious comfort of its five-star surroundings. This small grand hotel at 

the foot of the Matterhorn has always strived to offer guests the warmest possible 
welcome. At 1,600 metres above sea level, the mountain air is clean and fresh. A 

stay at the Zermatterhof is always a relaxing experience.

  T IMELESS     

The small grand hotel
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69 guest rooms, including 35 suites, of which over half have a view of the Matterhorn – and some even have  
their own fireplace and whirlpool. Additional features: kettle, Ronnefeldt tea, Nespresso coffee machine and capsules,  

complimentary mineral water and soft drinks from the minibar. Fresh fruit and wine to welcome you upon arrival.  
Wireless Internet available free of  charge throughout the hotel.

Restaurants and bars: There is plenty to enjoy at the Zermatterhof: regional products and wine from the Valais region  
at the elegant Alpine Gourmet Prato Borni (1 Star Guide Michelin, 16 GaultMillau points); classic international dishes  

and traditional French specialities at the easy-going Brasserie Lusi; fondue, raclette and other specialities from Valais at  
the cosy “saycheese!” Swiss cheese restaurant. Two bars and the Smokers Lounge are popular  places to meet.

Alpine spa: gym, pool, whirlpool, sauna landscape with hot-air sauna, steam bath, an alpine and an ice grotto, and  
a private spa area for couples. Treatments with products by Alpeor and Cellcosmet.

Customised packages for meetings and events: What room we use for your event and how the seats  
are arranged depends on the space required and the event programme. The equipment in the Conference Centre  

at the Zermatterhof is flexible and modular, equally suited to intimate strategy meetings and major events  
(5 to 220 persons).
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Location:  Downtown Zermatt
Geneva Airport:   4 hours by train, 3 hours by car,  

50 minutes by helicopter
Zurich:   3.5 hours by train, 4 hours by car,  

1 hour by helicopter
Milano Malpensa:   3 hours by car, 30 minutes  

by helicopter
Reservations:  reservation@zermatterhof.ch
Booking: +41 27 966 67 67
General Manager: Rafael Biner

Travel to car-free Zermatt: Take the Matterhorn 
Gotthard Bahn from Täsch (service every 20 minutes, 
approx. 10 minutes travelling time).

Exclusive: a trip back in time! The Grand Hotel Zermatterhof offers direct access to the Matterhorn Museum – Zermatlantis.

Truly spectacular: combine a stay at the Zermatterhof with a day trip on the Glacier Express, the most famous train  
in the world.

Weddings at the Grand Hotel Zermatterhof: all that remains for the bride and groom is to say “I do”.  
For wedding parties of 25 persons or more, we are happy to make our special wedding coach available  

(exclusive offer for guests staying at the Zermatterhof).

Zermatt, 1,600 metres above sea level: a fabulous destination all year round – car-free and stunningly beautiful, 365 days
a year! Anyone coming to Zermatt will be treated to sun, fresh, clean air, and, with the Matterhorn and 37 further  

four-thousanders, an unparalleled mountain backdrop, as well as a wide choice of summer and winter alpine activities.

Contact information and how to find us
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